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A BOUNDED MOUNTAIN PASS LEMMA
WITHOUT THE (PS) CONDITION AND APPLICATIONS

MARTIN SCHECHTER

Abstract. We present a version of the mountain pass lemma which does not

require the (PS) condition. We apply this version to problems where the (PS)

condition is not satisfied.

1. Introduction

The mountain pass lemma has been a very interesting tool in solving vari-

ational problems (cf., e.g., [4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]). It concerns a real-valued C

functional G(u) defined on a real Banach space X for which one desires to

find a critical point, i.e., a point where G'(u) = 0. In the simplest version one

finds two points e\, e2 which are separated by a set M such that for some

number a

G(e¡) < a,        G(u) > a,        u g M.

This resembles the situation of a traveler trying to cross a mountain range with-

out climbing higher than necessary. If we can find a continuous path connecting

the two points which does not take the traveler higher than any other such path,

it is expected that this path will produce a critical point.

However, there is a difficulty which must be addressed. One must allow the

competing paths to roam freely, and conceivably they can take the traveler to

infinity while he is trying to cross some local mountains. For the mathemati-

cian this can make it extremely difficult for him to locate critical points. To
deal with this problem most researchers use the Palais-Smale (PS) condition

which requires the sequences {uk} satisfying \G(uk)\ < C, G'(uk) -» 0 to
have convergent subsequences. This has the effect of allowing one to deal with

unbounded regions in a uniform way. However, there are many problems for

which the (PS) condition is not satisfied. One approach is to require (PS) on

bounded regions and control the growth of ||G'(w)||_1 near infinity (cf. [9, 7]).

This has the same effect in that it allows one to deal with unbounded regions in

a uniform way.

In this paper we consider some problems that do not yield to either approach.

Our method is to restrict the competing paths to a bounded region. This can

be done only if one can be assured that the paths will not leave the region as

they approach the optimal one. We accomplish this by imposing a boundary
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condition. For the cases considered here we take the region to be the ball

11 u 11 < R and require that there be a 6 < 1 such that

(1.1) G'(u)u>-e\\G'(u)\\\\u\\,

whenever u satisfies

(1.2) c-a<G(u)<c + o,        \\u\\ = R.

(The constants c and a depend on the problem.) If (1.1) holds for such u, we

will be guaranteed that competing paths will remain in the ball if they are close

to the optimal path. In order to apply (1.1) we were required to generalize the

concept of pseudogradient (cf., e.g., [2, 3]). We need a mapping Y(u), locally

Lipschitz, such that for some a > 0

(1.3) ||T(w)||<l,        G'(w)y(M)>a||G'(«)||,        ugX,

and

(1.4) (Y(u),u)>0,        \\u\\ = R,        m satisfies (1.2).

(A Hubert space framework is used.) We prove this under assumption (1.1)

provided a < 1 - 9. It is property (1.4) that keeps the competing paths inside

the ball ||w|| < R .
As an application for which the (PS) condition does not apply, we have

Theorem 1. Let Q be a smooth bounded domain in R" , and let f(x, t) be a

Carathéodory function satisfying \f(x,t)\ < V\(x), \t\ < 1, Vx(x) G L'(Q),

and

(1.5) F(x,t):= [ f(x,s)ds<\b(x)t2 + W(x),        ieR,
Jo 2

where b(x) < b := A/+1 - X¡, W(x) > 0 is in L[(Q.). Here X¡ is an eigenvalue

of the Dirichlet problem

(1.6) -Am — Xu   in il,     w = 0   ondQ,

with eigenspace E¡, and k¡+1 is the next larger eigenvalue. Let

(1.7) H(x,t):=F(x,t)-X-tf(x,t),

and assume that \H(x, t)\ < W{(x) G L'(Í2) and

(1.8) H(x,t)-> H±(x)   ast-^±oca.e.,

with

(1.9) /    H+(x)dx+ [    H_(x)dx>B:=[w(x)dx,
Jv>0 Jv<0 J

for all solutions v ^ 0 of

(1.10) -Au- X¡u = b+u+ - b-U-    in Ci,        m = 0   ondü.,

where

b±(x) := limsup2r2F(x, t) > 0,
;->±oo

and
u+(x) - max[u(x), 0],        U-(x) - u+(x) - u(x).
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Finally, assume that there does not exist a w G i¿/+i\{0} such that

(1.11) b+(x) = b,       H+(x) = W(x)   whenw>0,

b-(x) = b,        //_(jc) = W(x)   when w < 0.

Then the nonlinear Dirichlet problem

(1.12) -Au - A/« = f(x, u)   inQ.,        u = 0   ondQ,

has a solution.

Another application is

Theorem 2. Let Q be a smooth bounded domain in R" and let f(x, t) be a

Carathéodory function such that

\f(x,t)\<c\ty + kx(x),     /gr,

with 1 < q = 1 + y < 2, k\ G L?'(£2). Let k¡ be an eigenvalue of the problem
(1.6) with eigenspace E¡. Assume that

(1.13) |i|->7"(;c,r)-»A±(*)   ae-   ast->±oo,

and

(1.14) B(v)B(-v)>0,        veE¡\{0},

where

B(v)= [    h+(x)\v(x)\i dx - f    h-(x)\v(x)\< dx.
Jv>0 Jv<0

Then the problem (1.12) has a solution.

Remark 1. One might be tempted to replace (1.14) by the seemingly weaker

assumption

(1.15) B(v)¿-pB(-v),        tiE£,\{0},0</i<l.

We shall show in §4 that this implies (1.14).

Remark 2. Hypothesis (1.14) implies that either

(1.16) B(v)>0,        veE¡\{0},

or

(1.17) B(v)<0, vgE¡\{0}.

That is, B(v) does not change sign on E¡. For B(v) is a continuous function

of v on Ei, and if B(vx) > 0, B(v2) < 0, then (1 - 0)v, + 6v2 ¿ 0 for

0 < 8 < 1 . Otherwise there would be a 6 such that vx = -6v2/(\ - 6). By

(1.14)
B(vx)B(6v2/(\ -0))>O.

Consequently

(e«/(\-ey)B(vx)<Q,

a contradiction. But B([\ - 6]v\ + dv2) is positive for 0 = 0 and negative for

0=1. This would imply that B(v) = 0 for some v ^ 0 .

As another application we have
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Theorem 3. Let Q be a bounded smooth domain in R" , and let X¡, b be as

above. Let f(x, t) be a Carathéodory function such that

(1.18) -Wl(x)<F(x,t)<^bt2 + W(x),

(1.19) \f(x,t)\<V(x)eL2(Ci),    tf(x,t)<W2(x),

where W, Wx, W2 are in Ll(£l). Assume also that

(1.20) F(x, t) -> F±(x)   a.e.   así—>±oo,

and

(1.21) /    F+(x)dx+ i    F_(x)dx>B:= [ W(x)dx,        v e E¡\{0}.
Jv>0 Jv<0 J

Then the problem (1.12) has a solution.

The roots of the mountain pass lemma go back to the "method of steepest

descent", the "deformation theorem" and the "minimax principle" (cf. [1-3]).

It was formulated in the present context by Ambrosetti and Rabinowitz [4] bas-

ing it on a proof by Clark [5]. Since then there have been several generalizations

(cf. [6] for a survey). To the best of the author's knowledge, they all use either

the (PS) condition or an estimate of the growth of HG^w)!!-1 near infinity.

Some of our applications have been considered by others using different meth-

ods. In particular we mention Landesman and Lazer [1], De Figueiredo [14],

Gaines and Mawhin [15], Tarafdar [16].
Our mountain pass lemma is stated and proved in §3. Applications are stated

in §§1 and 2 and proved in §4.
We give two more applications of the method. Let

(1.22) f(x, t) = f+(x)t+- f-(x)t- + W(x)y/'(t),

where W(x) > 0 is a function in L'(Q) and y/(t) G C(R) satisfies

(1.23) \yv(t)\ + \y/'(t)\<C,        V(t)<l,        y(0) = 0,

(1.24) cp(t) := y/ - jty/' -* 1   as |r| -> oo.

We let A/ be an eigenvalue of the Dirichlet problem (1.6) with eigenspace E¡.

We have

Theorem 4. Assume in addition that 0 < f±(x) < X¡+x — Á¡, and that

(1.25) /    f+(x)v(x)2dx+ [    f-(x)v(x)2dx>0,        v e E¡\{0}.
Jv>0 Jv<0

Then (1.12) has a solution.

In our next theorem we do not require (1.25) to hold on the whole of E¡.

We can allow E¡ to be split up into the direct sum of two orthogonal subspaces

with (1.25) holding on one of them and the opposite inequality holding on the

other. We can do this in the following way. Let E¡ = No ® Nx , where the TV,

are orthogonal subspaces. Let

N' = Q)Ej,        N = N'®N0.
j<i

We have
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Theorem 5. Under hypotheses (1.22)-(1.24) assume that X¡_x - X¡ < f±(x) <
A/+i - X¡ and that

(1.26) -([A + X,]v,v)< i    f+(x)v(x)2+[    f-(x)v(x)2,        v e N\{0},
Jv>0 Jv<0

and

(1.27) -([A + Xi]w,w)> f    f+(x)w(x)2+ f    f_(x)w(x)2,        w ± N.
Jw>0 Jw<0

Then (1.12) has a solution.

I would like to thank Louis Nirenberg for interesting conversations.

2. SEMILINEAR EQUATIONS

Let A be a selfadjoint operator on L2(Q), and let f(x, t) be a function

from Q x R to R. We are concerned with finding solutions to the equation

(2.1) Au = f(x,u),        ueD(A).

A function u G D := D(\A\1/2) will be called a semistrong solution of (2.1) if

(2.2) 2a(u, v) = (f(x, u), v),       v&D,

where

a(u, v) = -(Au, v),       a(u) = a(u,u),

and

(u,v)= / u(x)v(x)dx,        \\u\\2 = (u, u).
Jn

It is clear that any semistrong solution u for which f(x, u) is in L2(Çl) is

an actual (strong) solution. We call a semistrong solution a solution.

We make the following assumptions.

I. The essential spectrum oe(A) of A , if any, is positive. Thus any non-

positive point of the spectrum a(A) of A is an isolated eigenvalue of finite
multiplicity.

II. We assume that f(x, t) is a Carathéodory function. This means that it

is measurable in x for every t and continuous in t for almost every x. Also

for some q > 1 such that

(2.3) ||/!||2<C1a(/!) + C2||/i||2,        heD,

we assume that

\f(x,t)\<V0(x)«\trl + V0(x)kx(x),

where V0(x) > 0 is a compact operator from D to Lg(Q) and kx is in Lq'(Q).

Here q' := q/(q - 1) and

\\h\\q:=^Ja\h(x)\"dx

III. We assume that there is a subspace An of N(A) (possibly empty or the

whole of N(A)) such that

(2.4) C[ := infG > -oo,
M

(2.5) Co := limsup{C7(ti), \\v\\ -+ oo, v G N} < cx,

•i y
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where

A:=/v"®Ao,        N' :=Q)N(A-X),        M:=DnN^,
x<o

(2.6) G(u) :— a(u) - / F(x, ü)dx,
Ja.

(2.7) F(x,t):= [ f(x,s)ds.
Jo

IV. For each c > cx for which the set c < G(u) < c+ 1 is unbounded, there

is a 6 < 1 such that

(2.8) b(c) :=    liminf   ( / //(x, w)i/x + f ||C7'(w)||||«||) > -c,
IMH°°     lip. 2 J

c<G{u)<c+\

where

(2.9) //(x, r):=JF(x, t)-X-tf(x,t).

Theorem 6. Under hypotheses I-IV', equation (2.1) has a solution.

Theorem 7. Hypothesis IV caw ¿>e replaced by

IV. Assume that q < 2 and that functions in N(A) are either nonzero a.e.,

or vanish identically. Assume also that there are functions W0(x), Wx(x) in

L'(Q) such that

(2.10) \iminfH(x, t)>W0(x)   a.e.,

(2.11) H(x,t)>Wx(x)    a.e.,       t G R,

(2.12) e0 + ci>0,

(2.13) è,:= / W¡(x)dx,        / = 0, 1,
./o.

a«úf //(x, i) ¿s given by (2.9).

Proposition 1. Hypothesis III vw'// be fulfilled if N0 - N(A),

(2.14) F(x,t)<U+t2 + W0(x),    ÍGR,

(2.15) liminfp(x, t) > W2(x),        F(x,t)>W3(x)   a.e.,
|<|—oo

w/zere A+ is the smallest positive point in a(A), the W¡(x) arein Lx(Çï) with

(2.16) 62:= [ W2(x)dx>-b0:=- [ W0(x)dx,
Ja Ja

and functions in N which vanish on a set of positive measure vanish identically.
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Theorem 8. If there is a function Vx(x) in L2(Q) suchthat

(2.17) \f(x,t)\<Vx(x)   o.e.,      ieR,

then hypothesis IV can be replaced by

IV". Functions in N(A) not identically zero are nonzero a.e. There is a real

number @, |6| < 1, and functions W4(x),  W$(x) in Ll(Q.) such that

(2.18) liminfHe(x, t) > W4(x),        He(x, t) > W5(x)   a.e.,
|r|—oo

and

(2.19) b4 + Cx>0,

where

(2.20) He(x, t) := F(x,t)-\(\+ S)tf(x, t),

and

(2.21) bn= i Wi
JQ.

,x)dx.

Theorem 9. If f(x, t) satisfies (2.17) for some Vx G L2(íl), then (2.4) and
(2.5) are implied by

(2.22) / F(x,v)dx -* oo   as ||i>|| —> oo,        veNo,
Jo.

and

(2.23) ax := sup / F(x, v) dx < oo,
N,   Jii

where N(A) = A0 © Nx .

3. The mountain pass without the Palais-Smale condition

In this section we prove a version of the mountain pass lemma in which

the competing curves or surfaces are restricted to a bounded region. We do

this by imposing "boundary conditions". In order to obtain the most general

boundary conditions, we generalize the notion of pseudogradient (cf. [3]). For

this purpose we have:

Theorem 10. Let ß? be a Hubert space, and let X(u) be a continuous mapping

of %? into itself suchthat X(u) ^0 for all u. Let v¡(u) be continuous mappings

such that Vj(u) does not vanish on a closed set Qi. Assume that

(3.1) (ví(u),Vj(u)) = 0,        i¿j,

and that there are numbers 8, > 0 such that

(3.2) e2 = £e2<l,

and

(3.3) (X(u), v,(u)) <ei\\X(u)\\\\Vi(u)\\,        ueQi.
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If a < 1-8, then there is a locally Lipschitz map Y(u) such that ||y(M)|| < 1
and

(3.4) (X(u), Y(u))>a\\X(u)\\,        H6/,

(3.5) (Y(u),Vi(u))<0,        ueQ,.

We shall give the proof of Theorem 10 at the end of this section. Now we

shall use it in proving

Theorem 11. Let G(u) G C'(ßT, R) satisfy

(3.6) uk -+ u    weakly,        \G(uk)\ < C,

G'(uk) -► 0   imply that G'(u) = 0.

assume that %? = N®M, where N, M are orthogonal subspaces with dim A <

oo. Assume that there are constants R > Rq > 0 such that

(3.7) Co := max G < cx := infG < c2 := max G,
dB0 B B0

where

(3.8) B0:={v G N\\\v\\ < R0},        B := {w G M\\\w\\ < R},

and that for each c satisfying cx < c < c2 there are constants a > 0, 8 < 1

such that

(3.9) (G'(u),u)>-eR\\G'(u)\\,

holds for all u satisfying

(3.10) c-a < G(u) <c + a,        \\u\\ = R.

Then there is a «e/ satisfying G'(u) = 0.

Proof. Let Q be the ball ||w|| < R , and assume that G'(u) ^ 0 for all u . Let
¿/* denote the set of all continuous mappings q>(v) of Bq into Q suchthat

(3.11) <p(v) = v,       vedB0.

It is clear that

(3.12) cp(B0)nB¿4>,        <peS*.

Let

(3.13) c= inf sup G(cp(v)).

Then cx < c <c2, and there exist constants a > 0, 8 < 1 such that (3.9) holds

for all u satisfying (3.10). Let e > 0 be such that 3e < cx - cq and 3e < a.

Let

Qx = {u G Q\c - e < G(u) < c + e},

Qi = {u G Q\G(u) < c - 2e or G(u) >c + 2e}.

There is a constant a > 0 such that ||G'(«)|| > a for all u G Q satisfying

(3.10). For otherwise there would be a sequence {uk} of such elements such

that G'(uk) —> 0. A subsequence would converge weakly to an element u G Q,

and (3.6) would imply that G'(u) = 0. Let

n(u) = d(u,Q2)/[d(u,Ql) + d(u,Q2)].
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Then n is a Lipschitz continuous function which equals 1 on Qx , vanishes on

Q2 and satisfies

(3.14) r¡{u)¿0   forufQ2,        0<n(u)<l.

By Theorem 10 there is a locally Lipschitz continuous mapping Y(u) such that

(3.15) (G'(u),Y(u))>a\\G'(u)\\,        ||7(m)||<1,        ue/,

and

(3.16) (Y(u),u)>0,    u satisfies (3.10),

where a < 1 - 8. (Here there is only one v¡(u), which we take to be -u . Q¡

is taken as the set of those u satisfying (3.10).) By (3.13) there is a cp g S"

such that

(3.17) G(<p(v)) < c + s,        veB0.

We let p(t) = p(t, v) be the solution of

(3.18) dp/dt = -n(p(t))Y(p(t))/\\Y(p(t))\\,

(3.19) P(0) = 9{v).

Since Y(u) is Lipschitz continuous and does not vanish, p(t,v) exists for all

/ > 0 and v G B0. Note that dB0 c Q2. Then p(t, v) = v for all v G dB0.
We claim that p(t) never leaves Q. p(t) cannot leave via a point which is

in Q2 because n = 0 in Q2. Moreover, p(t) cannot approach points of dQ

which are not in Q2 because n > 0 at such points and p(t) is directed inward

at them and consequently in the neighborhood of such points by (3.15) and

(3.18). Now

d\\p(t)-<p(v)\\/dt<\\dp/dt\\<\,

and consequently

(3.20) \\p(t) - <p(v)\\ < t.

Moreover

(3.21) d(G(p(t))/dt= -t1(p(t))G'(p(t))Y(p(t))/\\Y(p(t))\\

< -r,(p(t))a\\G'(p(t))\\.

Thus we have

(3.22) G(p(t2)) < G(p(tx)) < G(cp(v)),        f, < t2.

Let T satisfy 2e < aaT. If p(t) does not leave Qx for 0 < t < T, then

(3.23) G(p(T)) - G(cp(v)) < - a [   \\G'(p(t))\\dt
Jo

< - aaT < -2e.

On the other hand, if there is a tx such that 0 < tx < T and p(tx) is not in

Q\, then we must have

G(p(tx)) < c - E ,

since we cannot have G(p(tx)) < c + e . Thus

(3.24) G(p(T)) < G(p(tx)) < c - e.
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Let <Pi(v) = p(T, v). Since p(t) never leaves Q, we see that <px is in J?\

Moreover, (3.23) and (3.24) show that

G(<px(v)) < c - e,       v e B0.

This contradicts (3.13), showing that the assumption G'(u) ^ 0 is incorrect.   G

In proving Theorem 10 we shall make use of

Lemma 1. Let 8, > 0 be such that

(3.25) e2 = £e2<i,

and let a > 0 satisfy a < 1 - 8. Then for any elements u ^ 0, v¡^ 0, smc/z

that

(3.26) (M,wi)<ei||w||||vI||)        (w/,t;j) = 0,        ¡Vi,

there is an element h such that

(3.27) (u, h) > a\\u\\\\h\\,        (h, v¡) <0 for each i.

Proof. We may assume that u and the v¡ are unit vectors. We take h of the

form

h = u-^2 ß,Vj,        ßi > 0.

If £2 = £/J2,then

||A||<l-r-j8,        (A.ti^ei-A,

and
(«, h)> 1 -J^A-e,- > 1 -,38.

If we take ßi > 8; such that a(l + ß) < 1 - ß@, (3.27) will be satisfied. This
can be done because of the assumptions on 8 and a .   D

Proof of Theorem 10. Let a' be any number satisfying a < a' < 1 - 8. By

Lemma 1 for each u there is an element h(u) such that

(3.28) (X(u),h(u))>a'\\X(u)\\, ||A(ll)|| = l, ae/,

(3.29) (h(u),v,(u))<0,        ueQj.

(If u is not in Q,, (3.3) does not hold and (3.29) is not needed. We merely

take ßi = 0 in the construction of h in Lemma 1.) By the continuity of X(u)

and the v¡(u), there is a neighborhood N(u) of each u such that

(3.30) (X(g),h(u))> a\\X(g)\\,        geN(u),

(3.31) (h(u),v,(g))<0,        ueQ,,geN(u).

If u is not in Q,, we require that N(u) not intersect Q¡. The set of all such

neighborhoods covers !%?. There is a locally finite, locally Lipschitz partition

of unity {y/T} subordinate to a refinement of this covering (cf., e.g., [3]). Let

r(s) = 5>t(*)At(«t)-

Y(g) is locally Lipschitz continuous since ur is constant on the support of y/x.

Now

\\Y(g)\\ <$>T(*)||At||<l,
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and for g e Q¡

(Y(g) , Vi(g)) = £ Vr(g)MUr) , Vi(g)) < 0.

Also for any g

(X(g), Y(g)) = Y, VÁg){X{g), At(«t)) > £ ¥r(g)a\\X(g)\\ = a\\X(g)\\.

Thus (3.4) and (3.5) hold.   D

4. The reduction

Now we show how the mountain pass lemma (Theorem 11 ) can be used to

prove the theorems of §2. First we give the

Proof of Theorem 6. We apply Theorem 11 to G(u) given by (2.6). We take

%f = D with norm

(4.1) \\\u\\\:=[a(u) + K\\u\\2]l/2>\\u\\,

where K is sufficiently large. We must show that G has a continuous derivative.

Let u, h be any two functions in D. Then

(4.2) r1 [ [F(x,u + th)-F(x,u)]dx= f f f(x,u + @th)hd®dx.
Ja Ja Jo

The integrand converges a.e. to f(x, u)h(x) as i->0. By hypothesis II, it is

bounded in absolute value by

(4.3) (CVQh)[V«-\\u\i-{ + \h\"-[) + kx].

Since u, h are in D, the second factor is in Lq' (Q) while the first is in

Lq(Çl). Thus the expression (4.3) is in L'(Q) and majorizes the integrand of

(4.2). Hence the right-hand side of (4.2) converges to

/ f(x, u)h(x)dx.
Ja

This shows that

(4.4) (G'(u), h) = 2a(u, h) - Í f(x, u)h dx.
Ja

Next we check that (3.6) holds. If uk converges weakly to u in D, then

(4.5) a(uk - m, A) -> 0,        h e D,

and there is a subsequence for which V§uk converges strongly in L*(Q) and

another which converges a.e. But

(4.6) |/(JC, Mfc)Ä(JC)l < I^m*!«-1!^*! + *ll^*U

and Vç,uk converges to V0u in Lq(Çl). Thus \VoUk\q~l converges to \V0u\q~l in

Lq'(Q.), and consequently the right-hand side of (4.6) converges to | Fów|^_11 F0A|

+ kx\V0h\ in L'(Q). Hence

(4.7) / f(x, uk)h(x)dx —► / f(x, u)h(x)dx.
Ja Ja
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By (4.5) and (4.6)

(4.8) (G'(uk),h)^(G'(u),h).

Thus if G'(uk) —> 0, we must have G'(u) = 0.
Next we take Rq so large that

(4.9) max{G(v), \\v\\ = R0, v G N} <cx.

This is possible by (2.5). Next, let c be any number satisfying cx < c, and let

c' = max(ci, c - a), where 0 < a < 1 . Let b = b(c'), and take e < b + c. If

G(u) satisfies (3.10), then

(4.10) \(G'(u),u)>d + f H(x,u)dx.
2 Ja

Take R so large that

(4.11) [ H(x,u)dx+-\\G'(u)\\\\u\\>b-e,        \\u\\>R,
Ja 2

and R> Ro- Then for u satisfying (3.10) we have

(4.12) \(G'(u), w) + |||C7»||||w|| > d + b - e > 0.

Thus (3.9) holds. Theorem 11 tells us that there is a u e D such that G'(u) = 0.

This is precisely what we want in view of (4.4).   D

Proof of Theorem 7. We shall show that for any 8 > 0 and a < bo + cx there

is an R such that

(4.13) (G/(M),M)+8||G'(M)||||M||>0

holds for all u satisfying (3.10). If this were not so, there would be a sequence

{uk} <z D such that

(4.14) ||Mjfc|| —. oo,        \\G'(uk)\\\\uk\\<C,

and

(4.15) lim(G'(uk),uk)<0.
k—>oo

(Recall that \{G'(u), u) > c - a + bx when (3.10) holds by (4.10) and (2.11).)

Let M' = [N' © N(A)]1- n D. We write uk = v0k + vk + wk , where vok G N(A),

vk G N' and wk G M'. In view of (4.14) we have

(4.16) \2a(vk) - (f(uk), vk)\ < C,        \2a(wk) - (f(uk), wk)\ < C.

Now by (4.6), (4.1) and hypothesis II

\(f(u),h)\ < (\\vou\\q-] +11*1 Miwi« < c.aiMir1 + i)iiiaiii-

Thus if we put tk = |||wí.-||| , (4.16) implies

(4.17) \a(vk)\ + a(wk)<C + Cx(tqk + tk).

Let uk = uk/tk . Then |||ma;||| = 1 and (4.17) implies

P/t+«y| -» 0.
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Hence

lll%lll = *lr%ll — l-
Thus there is a subsequence for which vok —> vq , vk —► 0, wk —► 0 in L2(Q)

and a.e. Since Vq ̂  0, vq j^ 0 a.e., and

|MfclA* = !#o* + 0fc+ti)fc|-*|«o|    a-e-

Hence \uk\ —> oo a.e. This implies

liminf/f(x, wfc) > lfo(x),        #(x, m*) > Wi(x),
k—*oo

and consequently

liminf(G'(Mfc), i/fc) > c- ct + b0 > 0,
<:—»oo

contradicting (4.15). The result now follows from Theorem 11.   □

Proof of Proposition 1. If w is in M,

G(w) > xA+|M|2 - I F(x, w)dx > -bo.
2 Ja

Thus (2.4) holds with cx > -b0 . On the other hand for v G N

G(v) < - [ F(x,v)dx.
Ja

But

(4.18) liminf / F(x, v)dx> b2.

For otherwise there would be a sequence {vk} c N and an e > 0 such that

\\vk\\ -* oo and

(4.19) [ F(x,vk)dx^b2-e.
Ja

Let tk = \\vk\\ and vk = v/t/ife • Then \\vk\\ = 1, and consequently there is a
subsequence which converges to some v G A. Thus v ^ 0 and hence í ^ 0

a.e. This means that \vk\ — tk\vk\ -+ oo a.e. From this we see that

liminf/ F(x, vk)dx > b2,
Ja

contradicting (4.19).   D

In proving Theorem 8 we shall make use of

Lemma 2. Suppose there are functions W6(x), W7(x) in Ll(Cl) suchthat

(4.20) liminf M(x, t) > W6(x),        M(x, t) > W7(x)   a.e.
|f|-oo

Then

(4.21) liminf / M(x, u)dx >b6:= f W6(x)dx,
Ja Ja

as \\u\\ -* oo provided ä(u) := j(\A\u, u) < C.

Before proving the lemma we show how it can be used in giving the
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Proof of Theorem 8. Let Po be chosen as in the proof of Theorem 6. For u e D

we write u = v$ + v + w , where Vq g N(A), v G A' and w G M'. We note

that

(4.22) |8|(C7'(w),u>-v + (sgn8)rJ0)

= \S\(2a(w)-2a(v)-(sgne)(f,v0))

= \S\(2a(w) - 2a(v) - (sgn8)(/\ u) + (sgn8)(/, t; + w))

= -9(/, w) + \S\(2a(w) - 2a(v) + (sgn8)(/, v + w)).

Since

11/11 < Fill,
(4.23) K(u) := a(iu) - a(v) + ^(sgn8)(/, u + w) -> oo ,

as a(w) = a(u;) - a(v) -► oo . By (4.10) and (4.22)

(4.24) i(G'(«), u) + i|e|||G'(«)||||M|| >c-tr + J He(x,u)dx + \&\K(u)

>c-a + b5 + \e\K(u).

We take a < b4 + cx and take C2 so large that the right-hand side of (4.24)

and K(u) are positive for â(u) > C2. This can be done by (4.23). We can now

apply Lemma 2 to conclude that

lim inf / Hq(x , u)dx > b4,
Ja

as ||m|| —* oo provided â(u) < C2. Thus we can take R so large that the left-

hand side of (4.24) is positive when ||«|| > R and â(u) < C2. We see that the

left-hand side of (4.24) is positive when ||w|| = R . The conclusion now follows
from Theorem 11.    D

Proof of Lemma 2. We shall show that for each c, e > 0 there is an R > 0

such that

(4.25) i M(x,u)dx > b6-E
Ja

holds whenever â(u) < c and ||w|| > R . If (4.25) did not hold, there would be

constants, C, e > 0 and a sequence {uk} such that ä(uk) < C, \\uk\\ —> oo
and

(4.26) / M(x, uk)dx < b(, - e   for each k.
Ja

We write uk = vok + vk + wk , where vok G N(A), vk e N', wk e M'. By
hypothesis II, there is a subsequence (also denoted {uk}) suchthat V0vk —> V0v ,

Vowk -* Vow in Lq(Cl), and we may assume that vk —> v , wk —» w a.e. Thus

h = ll^oírll -* °° • Put ^Óa: = vok/tk ■ Then ||i>0A.|| = 1 . Since dimN(A) < oo,
there is a subsequence (renamed) such that v'ok —> «0 m norm and a.e. Since

u0 ^ 0, we have w¿ ̂  0 a.e. Consequently, |v0*| = í/tl^áJ —> oo a.e. Since v

and tjj are finite a.e., we see that 1«^ —> oo a.e. Thus

liminf M (x, uk) > W6 (x),        M(x, uk)>W1(x),    a.e.
k—»oo
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This implies

liminf/ M(x ,uk)dx>bf>,
^-►oo    Jq

contradicting (4.26).   D

Proof of Theorem 9. For w G M, write w = w' + vx, where w' e M' and

vx G Ai . Then we have

G(w) = a(w') - ÍF(x,w' + vx)dx> ^+|K||2 - FIIIKII - ax

> -(\\Vx\\2/2X+)-ax.

This gives (2.4). For v G A, we write v — v' + v0 , v' G A', Vq G Ao . Then

G(v) = a(v') - f F(x, v' + v0) dx

<a(v')-    F(x,v0)dx + \\Vx\\\\v'\\

<jÀ-\\v'\\2 + \\Vx\\\\v'\\- ÍF(x,v0)dx,

where X- is the largest negative point in a(A). By (2.22),

Kq — inf / F(x, vq) dx > -oo.
No J

Thus

On the other hand

G(v)<l-X-\\v'\\2 + \\Vx\\\\v'\\-K0.

G(v)<(\\Vx\\2/2X-)- JF(x,v0)dx.

Thus there is an R such that G(v) < cx  will hold if either 2||i;'|| > R or

2||t'o|| > R ■ It will therefore hold if \\v' + v0\\ > R . This proves (2.5).    D

Proof of Theorem 1. We apply Theorem 6. Hypothesis I is satisfied with A =

-A - k,. We take A0 = N(A) = E, and note that by (1.5)

1 T
G(w) >a(w)- -b\\w\\2-B > -B,    weM.

Hence cx > -B . Thus (2.4) holds. Next we note that if u = 0 is not a solution

of (1.12), then cx > —B . To see this we make use of the formulas

(4.27) F(x,t) = ^b+(x)t2 + F0(x,t),        t>0,

1 T
= -b-(x)t2 + F0(x, t),        t<0.

(4-28)
/OO

s~3H(x,s)ds, t>0,

= -2t2 f    s~3H(x,s)ds,       t<0.
J — OO
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These formulas are easily derived from the fact that

d(Fr2)/dt = -2r3H(x,t).

Now suppose C\ = -B. Then there is a sequence {wk} c M such that

G(wk) -* -B . If the a(wk) are bounded, then there is a subsequence (renamed)

which converges weakly in D, wk —> w in L2(Q.) and a.e. in Q. Thus

/ F(x, wk)dx = -    b+(x)wk+(x)2dx + -    b-(x)wk_(x)2dx

+ / F0(x, wk)dx
Ja

-> - / b+w+(x)2dx + - / b-W-(x)2dx + / /*b(x, w)dx.

Since a(u;) < liminf a (uy, we have G(w) - cx. Thus

a(w) + B <  iF(x, w)dx < jb\\w\\2 + B < a(w) + B.

Thus a(w) - jb\\w\\2, implying that w e E¡+x . Also

F(x,w) = jbw2 + W(x).

In view of (1.5), this implies [b-b(x)]w(x)2 <0. By hypothesis, b(x) < b and
b(x) ^ b . The only way we can obtain < 0 is if w;(x) = 0 on a set of positive

measure. But then w(x) = 0. This implies W(x) = 0, F(x, t) < \bt2,

f(x, 0) = 0. On the other hand, if t\ = a(wk) —* oo, let wk = wk/tk . Again
there is a subsequence (renamed) such that wk —► w weakly in D, wk —> w

in L2(Q) and a.e. in Q. Thus

(4.29) Í b+w2k+ + f b-w\_ -» j b+w2+ + b-W2_ < b\\w\\2 < 2.

If this limit does not equal 2, then

G(wk) = t\   1 - 2 / b+iibk+ - j / b~'û)k-   - I Fo(x > hwk) dx

will converge to oo as k —> oo. Thus we must have equality in (4.29). In

particular, we see that w ^ 0. Thus w ^ 0 a.e. (the unique continuation

property). Consequently

(4.30) b+(x) = b   when ii) >0,        b-(x) = b   when ii < 0.

Since by (1.15)
1        ■> 1      •>
2-ô+Wjfc + Pb(x, wk) < -bw¡ + W(x),

we have

Po(x, wk) < W(x)   when wk > 0, ii) > 0.

Consequently H+(x) < W(x) when tu > 0. Similar reasoning gives //-(x) <

W(x) when ù) < 0. But

-B G(wk) > — I F0(x, tkwk)dx -> - /     H+(x)dx - /     H-(x)dx.
J Jw>0 Jw<0
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Thus

<        H+(x)dx+        H-(x)dx<B.
Jw>0 Jw<0

B _
Jw>0 Jw<0

This means that

(4.31) H+(x) = W(x)   whenu)>0,        H-(x) = W(x)   when w < 0.

But (4.30) and (4.31) contradict the hypotheses of the theorem. Thus cx > -B.

Next we show that Co < -B.  Let {vk} c A be such that G(vk) -* cq ,

h — \\vk\\ -* °° • Let vk — vk/tk . Then \\vk\\ = 1, and consequently there is a
subsequence (renamed) such that vk —> v in A. Since

G(vk) = t2k  a(vk)-- / b+v¡+dx-- / b-v\_dx  - \ F0(x, tkvk)dx,
L l Ja l Ja i    Ja

and a(vk) -> a(v), we will have G(Vfc) —> -oo unless

a(v) = 0,        b+vl = 0,        ô_ù2 = 0.

This implies v e E¡, and it is a solution of (1.10). By unique continuation

v t¿ 0 a.e. Thus |w¿| —► oo a.e., and we have

lim sup G(vk) < -liminf/ F0(x, tkvk)dx
Ja

= -[    H+(x)dx- [    H_(x)dx<-B,
Jv>0 Jv<0

by hypothesis. Thus (2.5) holds. Finally we verify (2.8). An examination of

(4.27) (4.28) shows that

(4.32) |/(x,í)|<C(|í| + ir1(x)|ír1),

and

f(x, t)/t —► b±(x)   as t -» ±oo   a.e.

Thus /(x, r) satisfies hypothesis I with q = 2. Let {uk} be a sequence such
that (4.14) holds. Let tk = \\uk\\ and uk = uk/tk . Then (4.16) holds. By (4.32)
we have

a(wk) < CdlMfclHItOfcll + 1),        \a(vk)\ < C(\\uk\\\\vk\\ + 1).

This shows that |||ù^||| <C. Since the embedding of D into L2(Q) is com-

pact, there is a subsequence (renamed) such that uk —> ü weakly in D, strongly

in L2(Q) and a.e. in Q. Since

\a(ük,h) - \q\f(x, uk),h)\ < C\\h\\/tk   VA G D,

we have in the limit

a(u, A) = - / (b+u+ - b-ü-)h dx,        h g D.

Thus ¿i is a solution of

(4.33) Au = b+u+ - b-U-    inQ,        w = 0   on dQ.

By the unique continuation property, it cannot vanish on a set of positive

measure since ||u|| = 1 . Thus \uk\ = tk\uk\ —► oo a.e., as k —» oo .
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Now suppose {uk} is a sequence satisfying G(uk) > cx, \\uk\\ —» oo . Then
we claim that for any 8 > 0

(4.34) liminf[(G'(uk), uk) + e||G'(w*)llll"Jfcll] > 0-
k—>oo

For

(4.35) ^(G'(uk) ,uk) = G(uk) + J H(x, uk) dx,

is bounded from below. The only way (4.34) can fail to hold is if (4.14) holds.
But then \uk\ —► oo a.e. In this case

/ H(x,uk)dx -*  /     H+(x)dx+        H_(x)dx.
J Jù>0 Jù<0

Hence

liminf -(G'(uk), uk) > cx +B > 0.    D

Remark. Note that if there exists a it; G .E/+1\{0} satisfying (1.11), then

G(tw) = - / Fq(x , tw) dx —► -B   as / —> oo.

In this case we have cx = -P . Instead of assuming b(x) ^ A we can assume

that there does not exist a tu G P/+1\{0} such that

F(jc,w)s lbw2 + W(x).

If we insist on a strict inequality in (1.9) we can dispense with the assumptions

A(x) ^ b and the nonexistence of a ío G 2?/+.\{0} satisfying (1.11).

Proof of Theorem 2. Clearly hypotheses I and II of Theorem 6 are satisfied.

Note also that

|F(x,OI<í_1C|í|« + fci|í|.

Assume first that (1.16) holds. We take A = A - k,, A0 = N(A) = E¡, b =
k¡+x - k¡. Thus

qG(w) > j (Abw2 - C\w\q - qkx \w\jdx,        w G M.

Thus G(w) —» oo as ||u;|| -» oo , w e M. This shows that (2.4) holds. On the

other hand

(4.36) q\t\~q F (x, t) ^ ±h±(x)   a.e.,     as/^±oo,

(4.37) q\t\~qH(x,t)^±(\-q/2)h±(x)   a.e.,     as t -» ±oo,

by (1.13). Let {u^} c A be such that tk — \\vk\\ -» oo. Let ö* = vk/tk . Then
||öfc|| = 1 and there is a renamed subsequence such that vk —> v as k —► oo . If

a(*A:) < -^ < 0, then

G(vk) = t\ a(Vk)-tk2 J F(x,vk)dx —oo.
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If a(vk) —> 0, then a(v) = 0 and v e E¡.  Since v ^ 0, v ^ 0 a.e., and

lufc(*)l - tk\Vk(x)\ -» oo a.e. But by (4.36)

qt~q J F(x , vk)dx = q J[F(x, tkvk)/tqk\vk\q]\vk\q dx

-> P(v)   as A; -> oo.

Thus

by (1.16). Hence
/

P(x, vk)dx —► oo   as/c-+oo.

G(üfc) < - / P(x, t;fc)i/x as A: oo.

This shows that Co = _°° and (2.5) is satisfied.  Finally, suppose {uk} is a

sequence such that

(4.38) \G(uk)\<C,        i* = M-> oo.

The only way (4.34) can fail to hold is if (4.14) holds. But this implies \uk(x)\ ->
oo a.e. (see the proof of Theorem 7). But then (4.37) implies

qtkq I H(x, uk)dx —> (I - q/2)B(u)   as k —<■ oo,

(see (4.38)). Hence

/
H(x, uk) dx —> oo   as k —► oo.

If we now make use of (4.35) and (4.38), we see that

(G'(uk), uk) —> oo   as A: —»oo,

and the proof for this case is complete. If (1.17) holds, we take A0 = {0}.

Thus Ei C M. Let {wk} be a sequence in M such that tk - \\wk\\ —> oo. If

a(wk) > c > 0, then

G(wk) = t\ a{wk) ~tk2     F(x, wk)dx 00.

Otherwise a(wk) —> 0. There is a w G M such that wk —> tí) weakly in Z),

strongly in L2(Q) and a.e. in Q. Thus w e E¡. Since ||i&|| = 1, ri) ^ 0 a.e.

Consequently, ^^(x)! —> oo a.e. In view of (4.36)

01**1"'     F(x,wk)dx

= q j[F(x, tkwk)/fk\wk\q]\wk\qdx -» P(ù))   ai A

Consequently

G(wk) > — I F(x, wk)dx ^oo   as A —> oo,

00.

and (2.4) holds. On the other hand, if {vk} c A and ^ = ||v¿t||

a(vk) < -c < 0 and

oo, then

G(vk) a(vk)-tk2     F(x,vk)dx -00 ,
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as k —► oo. Thus (2.5) holds. Finally, if the sequence {uk} satisfies (4.38) and

(4.14) holds, then \uk(x)\ -+ oo a.e., as before, and (4.37) implies

/
H(x, uk) dx —► -oo   as k —> oo.

It then follows from (4.35) and (4.38) that

\(G'(uk), uk)\ ^oo,

contradicting (4.14). Thus (4.38) implies

\\G'(uk)\\\\uk\\^oo,

and the result follows.   D

Proof of Remark 1. Assumption (1.15) says that for each v e E/\{0} we have
either

If B(v) > 0, this implies either

(4.40) (a)B(-v)>0,    or

(b)B(-v)<0,    and   B(v) > -B(-v).

If B(v) < 0, (4.39) implies either

(4.41) (a)B(-v)<0,    or

(b)B(-v)>0,    and    - B(v) > B(-v).

In particular, if B(v)B(-v) < 0, then we must have \B(v)\ > \B(-v)\. By

symmetry, we must also have \B(-v)\ > \B(v)\, which is a contradiction. Thus
only option (a) is possible.

Proof of Theorem 3. We apply Theorems 6 and 8. Hypotheses I and II are

clearly satisfied. In view of (1.18) we see that cx > -B. If {vk} c A and

h = \\vk\\ —► oo, let €* = vk/tk. Then \\vk\\ = 1 and there is a renamed
subsequence such that vk —> v in A. If a(v) ^ 0, then

G(vk) = t2k  a(vk)-tk2     F(x,vk)dx   ^-oo.

If a(v) = 0, v G £'/\{0} . Hence ?5(x) ̂  0 a.e. Thus |va:(x)| -» oo a.e., and

G(vk)<- i F(x,vk)dx^ - i    F+(x)dx- i    F_(x)dx<-B,
J Jv>0 Jv<0

by (1.21). Let e > 0 be so small that

2eb2< [    F+(x)dx+ (    f-(x)dx-B,        v £ E¡\{0},
Jv>0 Jv<0

where b2 := JW2(x)dx. If {uk} is a sequence satisfying (4.14), we have

shown that \uk(x)\ ^> oo a.e. If 8 < 1 is such that 1 - 8 < 2e, then

He = F-X-(\-Q)tf>F-EW2.
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Thus

liminfHe>F±(x)-eW2,
/—*±oo

and

liminf / He(x, uk)dx > B + eb2.

We can now apply Theorem 8 to conclude that hypothesis IV is satisfied.   D

Proof of Theorem 5. We apply Theorem 6 taking q = 2, A = -A - k¡, and

F(x, t) = \f+(x)t2+ + i/_(x)¿ + W(x)y/(t).

By (1.27), for w _L A

G(w)>- iW(x)y/(w)dx>-\\W\\x = -B.

Thus cx > -B . On the other hand we claim

(4.42) G(v) -> -oo   as ||v|| —»• oo,        v G A.

To see this let {vk} Ç A be a sequence such that tk — {vk} -» oo. Let

Vk = vk/tk ■ Then \\vk\\ = 1 and there is a subsequence (renamed) for which

it-»« in A. Thus

tk2G(vk) = a(vk) - X- J(f+v2k+ + f-v¡-)dx - tk2 j W(x)y/(vk)dx

- a(v) - X- J(f+v2+ + f_v2_)dx < 0,

by (1.26) since v ^ 0. Thus G(vk) —> -oo and (4.42) holds. Hence hypothesis
III is verified. We now turn to (2.8). Let {uk} be a sequence such that (4.14)

holds. Let uk = uk/tk where tk = \\uk\\. Then (4.16) holds. Since

\f(x,t)\ < C(\t\ + 1),    a(wk) < C(\\uk\\ M + 1),

|fl(«*)|<C(||Kt||||üfc|| + l).

This shows that |||ùfc||| < C. Since the embedding of H'0(Çi) = D(\A\XI2) into

L2(Çï) is compact, there is a subsequence (renamed) such that uk —> ü weakly

in Hq{ÇI) , strongly in L2(iî) and a.e. in Q. Since

\a(Ük, A) - x2tk\f(x, uk),h)\ < C\\h\\/tk   VA

for each k , we have in the limit

a(u ,h) = -[f+ü+-f-ü-]hdx   VA.

Hence it is a solution of (4.33). By the unique continuation property ü # 0

a.e., since ||ü|| = 1. Consequently, \uk\ = tk\uk\ —> oo a.e.

Now suppose {uk} is a sequence such that

G(uk) > cx,        \\uk\\ —» oo.

Then we claim that for any 8 > 0

(4.43) liminf[(G'(uk), uk) + ®\\G'(uk)\\ \\uk\\] > 0.
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For

(4.44) \(G'(uk), uk) = G(uk) + J W(x)<p(uk) dx,

which is bounded from below. Thus the only way (4.43) can fail to hold is if

(4.14) holds. But then we showed that \uk\ -» oo a.e. In this case by (1.24)

liminf-(G'(uk),uk)>cx+B.   a
k—>oo    2

Proof of Theorem 4. This is a special case of Theorem 5. We have A0 = E¡,

A = A' © E¡. Inequality (1.27) clearly holds since the left-hand side is >

(k¡+x - ki)\\w\\2 while the right-hand side is bounded above by this quantity.

Inequality (1.26) also holds. For the right-hand side is never negative. If v G A

is not in E¡, then the left-hand side of (1.26) is negative. Thus (1.26) holds for
such v . On the other hand, if v ^ 0 is in E¡, then the left-hand side vanishes

and the right-hand side is positive by (1.25). Thus all of the hypotheses of
Theorem 5 are satisfied.
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